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ABSTRACT
More than 25 years ago Raymond B. Cattell presented a paper at the Ke11tucky
Symposium on Learning theory, personality theory and clinical research (Cattell,
1954). In this remarkably foresightf~l analysis, Prof. Cattell outlined what he
considered to be the necessary steps which should be taken in order to bring
together the essentially separate areas of personality and learning theory into a
comprehensive theory of behavior. Prior to, and in the years following Cattell's
paper, other psychologists have also recognized the far-reaching significance of
this type of integration. However, until the publication of the two volumes of
P~rsonality and Learning Theory, such a significant rapprochement had yet to
be considered in the detail which it deserves.
The first volume of Personality and Learning Theory is to a large extent a
concise summary and synthesis of various areas of Cattell's research involvement. Some chapters, such as those on life situation measures, motivation, and
laboratory measurement, represent co~densations of entire books. Other chapters
consist more of a gathering of ideas which had been published in diverse sources.
As a ·result, Volume 1 provides an excellent starting-off point for readers
encountering Cattell for the first time, who might otherwise be overwhelmed by
the task of digesting such a vast amount of material. Since 1975, I have been
teaching an undergraduate course focusing upon the work of Cattell and his
associates. This book is ideally suited for use as a text in such a course.
Those who are more familiar with previous work of Prof. Cattell Cj.n also be
expected to appreciate the convenience of having an up-to-date, single source to
which they may refer for an overview of his approach to psychology. Moreover,
many intricate concepts have been restated with greater clarity, often with a
fresh example or analogy, leading to insights which may have eluded even the
most assiduous reader of previous books and articles.
But Volume 1 is not only a comprehensive consolidation and lucid restatement
of previous writing, it also contains important elaborations of earlier proposals
and novel hypotheses about some fascinating theoretical issues. Some of these
new thoughts, such as those regarding the relationship between first and secondorder factors, between the observer and the observed, and between different
mediums of personality measurements, may be found throughout the book.
However, the chapter on measuring the environment, referred to as "econetics" is
almost entirely new. Beginning with a framework set forth in a chapter of a book
on the Stimulus Determinants of Behavior (Sells, 1961), Cattell presents two
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importan t approach es to measurin g the environm ent, the "person-c entered" and
the "additive attribute s" models. The developm ent of these models is an
importan t new aspect of Cattell's overall theory of human behavior as may be
seen in the second volume.
In Volume 2 of Personal ity and Learning Theory Cattell builds upon the
foundatio n laid in Volume 1 and proceeds to extend his system of scientific ideas
to an extraord inary degree. The essence ofCattell 's approach is that learning is a
multidim ensional change in a multidim ensional situation . Having dealt in
Volume 1 with the measurem ent of dimensio ns, or "structur es", Cattell now
moves on to consider how structure d learning is intertwin ed with maturatio nal
change. Because such a task involves sophistic ated treatmen t of hereditar y
principle s, the opening chapter focuses to a great extent upon genetics. Next there
is a comprehe nsive treatmen t of the role of motivatio n in learning, followed by a
comparis on of structure d learning theory with reflexolo gical approach es.
Subseque nt chapters deal with matrix procedure s for handling multidim ensiQnal
change together with details of how integrati ng structure s function within a
systems theory of personali ty,.societ y and culture.
Through out Personal ity and Learning Theory the sheer number of new
concepts is in itself impressiv e. But it is the quality of these fr~sh ideas which is
most overwhel ming. I would venture to say that there are probably more
potential Ph.D thesis topics per page than in any other single book that has ever
been written aboufpsy chology. An incredibl e range of topics is covered, from
genetics to the dimensio ns of whole societies, and the depth of scholarsh ip is
outstand ing. Having worked both with Charles Spearma n and E.L. Thorndik e
gives .Cattell a unique perspecti ve from which to approach the colossal task of
building a bridge between psychom etrics and learning theory. His · immense
knowledg e of material from other discipline s is also much apparent througho ut
the book. While explainin g intricate psycholo gical concepts, Cattell flows with
ease to analogies in physics, chemistr y or biology. Similaril y, he is able to move
from poetry to formulas , and then back to Shakespe are, with a grace that is
seldom seen in scientific writing. Some reviewers have found Cattell difficult to
reacl. Yet it has been my experienc e that if one takes the trouble to learn the
terminolo gy which he has carefully develope d over the years, there is a quality to
his writing style which rivals that of great literary works.
Taken together, the two volumes of Personal ity and Learning Theory
represent an enormou s achievem ent.Yet the importan t question still remains as
to what will be the impact of this major work upon future developm ents i.n
psycholo gy. One of the most frequentl y used adjective s in reviews of Cattell's
previous books has been "brilliant ". Yet previous reviews have also noted that
while Cattell has been highly respected , at the same time he has been greatly
ignored. Historian s will be able to trace multiple reasons for the relative neglect of
his work, of which one of the foremost will be that he was often far ahead of his
contempo raries iI). many of his ideas. It is this reviewer' s opinion that Cattell will
someday be generally recognize d as having made contribut ions to psycholo gy on
the same level as Newton, Darwin and Einstein in their sciences. Personal ity and
Learning Theory may be looked upon as his masterpie ce. He has truly followed
"knowled ge, like a sinking star, beyond the utmost bounds of human thought."
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